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ABSTRACT 

A customer is an individual whose relationship with a bank requires one to have an 

account as well as considering the time and occurrence of operation. For a buyer to 

maintain his/her account with a specific bank, there are elements that attract the 

customer towards that bank. This study intends to identify reasons to why customers’ 

preference is dynamic. The thesis’ specific objectives are to ascertain the basis that 

customers regard crucial in adopting services of a certain bank, assess aspects that 

regulate customers’ decision on banking services and finally to examine measures to 

be taken to attract customers in choosing provided monetary facilities. 

 

Studies explain how banks become successful when they are customer-focused. This 

is because meeting customers’ needs in relation with the provided banking services 

remain significant for a bank’s reputation. However, it is decisive for banks to explore 

various ways that customers consider to come to a decision. Such evaluation serves as 

a cornerstone to identifying appropriate marketing strategies. 

 

This analysis focused on the factors affecting customers’ choice of banks in Ilala, Dar 

es Salaam. The researcher used survey design to accumulate data from the identified 

domain.Data were collected through questionnaires, where a sample of 150 was 

selected. Collected Data were analysed by using ANOVA method. 

 

The study found that majority of the customers at specific banksare mostly interested 

with quality customer service, reduced interest rates on credit, lofty remuneration on 

savings, sim-banking facilities, low service charges and internet banking. 

 

The study recommends bank industry to invest more in customer service sector, update 

programs and trainings to employees. Prioritize on the operational services specifically 

on the network programs that are fast and tireless.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Background of the Study 

The banking field is distinguished by accelerating rivalry during the 1980’s. It was 

spearheaded by variety of interconnected aspects like opposition and liberation that 

have reorganised the dispersal of numerous financial facilities. Alternatively, associate 

hyperbolic contest ensuing from ten years of liberalism of monetary amenities trade 

identifies that banks are noticed as considerate with the function of transforming their 

corporation and their contributions as a way of bringing in buyers (Blankson et al., 

2007). 

The ability of an organization to have a thorough understanding and to supply 

consumer needs and demand guarantees its survival. Marketers need to consider what 

their customers’ request, intake and their buying behaviour. This can serve as a force 

that drives the decision, which determines their choice (Kotler, 2009). The progress 

towards globalization has been a gate away for many reforms in the productive 

surroundings throughout the world. Tanzania is partially contrived with the reforms 

nearly every production as well as the financial areas. The repercussions of investment 

areas in Tanzania as a developing country is to stress on supplying additional amenities 

and utilities to consumers (Rehman and Ahmed 2008) 

 

Tanzania’s financial system evolved through a number of stages from the colonial era 

to date. For instance, during the German rule Tanganyika had two commercial banks 

namely Deutsche Ostafrikanische confirmed in 1905 and Handel Bank fur Ostafrika 

emerged in 1919. They were established purposely to serve the colonies and few 

businesses. The British seized following the First World War. During this political 

phase (1950s) several other banks emerged: Barclays, Lays, National Grind and 

Standard Banks. This gave room for others to initiate operations in the country such as 

Bank of Baroda and India in 1953 and Ottoman Bank in 1958 with extended offices in 

different regions in Tanzania. 
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Until independence, Tanganyika had a number of banks. They were established to 

facilitate growth of other sectors; community firms as merchants and immigrants made 

deposits of the trade earnings (Livingstone and Ord, 1980). Tanzanian Government 

experienced a financial turnover that led to nationalization of investment corporations, 

and consolidated them resulting to national banks. Cooperative Rural Development 

and NBC Banks were the pioneers in 1967. The Banking and Financial Institution Act 

in 1991 authorised the liberalism of the bank corporation to encourage economic 

upturn. As of 1997, NBC institute separated into three bodies: NBC Holdings Limited, 

National Bank of Tanzania and National Microfinance Bank (Bellens, 2016). 

 

In 1997, National Bank of Commerce limited befit as an overdraft whose 

proprietorship maintained by Tanzania’s government. Absa Group Limited in 2000 

obtained lion's share in NBC Limited. Tanzania’s government remained the sole 

proprietor by 30% ownership and the International Finance Corporation (IFC) secured 

15% ownership of the bank. The latest institution wasknown as NBC 

Limited. Tanzania’s governmentalso maintained possession over National 

Microfinance Bank. Initially it could only offer saving accounts, with limited lending 

capabilities. The Government of Tanzania decided to privatize NMB in 2005, divested 

49% shareholding to Rabobank of the Netherlands. Throughout the years, NMB 

further divestitured by the Tanzanian Government. A diversified ownership structure 

became successful after listing the bank’s stock on the Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange 

(Bellens, 2016). 

 

The Cooperative Rural Development Bank, responsible for investing in countryside 

schemes were denationalized during the 1990’s. In 1996, CRDB Bank PLC Tanzania 

was established. DANIDA played an important function in re-establishing the current 

institute and maintained trivial shareholding position. The bank remains as the leading 

donor for Tanzania’s economic backbone. The Banking and Financial Institution Act 

of 1991 emphasizes on standards and regulations of credit issuance. The Act has 

played a significant role to stimulate and encourage competitors in the Tanzanian 

Investment Field.  Access Bank, Azania Bank and Exim Bank, CBA and Equity Bank, 
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Stanbic Bank, UBA, Eco bank, Citi and Barclays were among the pioneers who 

initiated operations in Tanzania. Unofficial economic clusters were legalized to Banks 

e.g. the Kilimanjaro Cooperative Bank, Maendeleo Bank PLC and Mufindi 

Community Bank PLC (Bellens, 2016) 

 

The investment area experienced evolution and speedily expansion of value in ten 

years’ time. In 1995, Savings and Credit Cooperative Organization (SACCOS) and 

Non-Government Organizations emerged. This successful growth led to distinct 

statutes of micro financing i.e. National Microfinance Policy of 2000 and The 

Microfinance Regulations authorized by the Government in 2005. Now, there are 

approximately 88 microfinance institutions that are formally registered in 

Tanzania. MF Transparency lists 19 MFIs, representing 470,000 active clients and a 

combined portfolio of over US$ 255M (MFT, 2015). The dominating micro finance 

institutions are BRAC Tanzania Finance Limited, PRIDE Tanzania, FINCA Tanzania, 

NBFI, and NMB (Bellens, 2016) 

 

Despite the fact that Tanzania is grouped within the lowest nations with ability to local 

investment facilities that is 2.5 bank branches and 6.4 ATMs per 100,000 adults,it is 

observed that 180% of bank brokers expanded as of 2014 that is 591 in 2013 to 1,652. 

These were the effects of extensive procedures guiding brokers in 2013. Bank of 

Tanzania authorized banks and financial institutes to allocatebanking servicesto 

customers. This commencement gave a room to all citizens despite their income 

differences to experience the rewarding services. (Bellens, 2016) 

 

Investment sector in Tanzania incorporated 41 commercialized institutes, 3 

progressive institutes, 6 community-owned institutes, almost 100 MFIs, approximately 

5000 SACCOS and numerous village groupings. Banks contribute enormously in 

savings, loan facilities and investment. The business relationship between MNOs and 

banks is to control consumer-to-consumer transactions within the available financial 

schemes. Tanzania financial industry marks 2018 as a turbulent year because of the 
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financial decision made by BOT that resulted to the closure ofbanks which had 

unsatisfactory funds (EY, 2019) 

The analysis of ways customers opt for banks is moderately analysed by researchers 

(for example Siddique, 2012; Ezeh, 2016; Das, 2017 and EY, 2016). Such discoveries 

contributed to banks’ innovation and provide solutions in acquiring users and 

maintaining them. The stiff competition in the investment industry and resemblance 

of rendered activities, act asa catalyst to banks to establish the driving factors 

influencing customer’s preference of monetary facilities. Alternatively, there is a need 

to research bank choice criteria for broad classes of consumers. 

 

Among other countries, Tanzania community banks are obliged to understand their 

clients’ needs. In this waning situation, there is a threatening gap between them 

(Bellens, 2016). There is room for scholars to evaluate the determining factors of bank 

selection in Tanzania. The present study examined the factors customers’ preference 

in bank selection decision particularly in Dar es Salaam. 

 

1.2  Statement of the problem 

Customer behaviour is a study of individual and organizations, their selection and use 

of products and services (Smith, K, 2016). Consumer behaviour involves psychology 

and motivations. Nevertheless, speculating individuals buying behaviours is 

considered through various buying conclusions. Individuals reach buying conclusions 

daily; it is difficult to identify the driving factors to doing so. Service providers learn 

the purchasing patterns to address queries like where to purchase, what to purchase 

and why to purchase. Nonetheless, reasons behind customer purchasing a particular 

item is hardly justified (Kardes et al. 2011). 

 

Different scholars analysed determinants that influence decisions of customers in fiscal 

assistance. Siddique (2012) analysed aspects that influence the choice of banks by 

customers whereas Ezeh (2016) assessed the associating features influencing the 

selection of merchandising banks. Consequently, Das(2017) reviewed on factors 

influencing customer bank selection. Also, Siddique (2012) and EY(2016) studied 
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about bank selection criteria in line with customers’ preference: why and how they 

select a certain bank. However, other studies coincide consequently to the body of 

knowledge in the monetary fiscal aspects; the reports could fairly contemplate what 

African countries including Tanzania’s financial sector experiences and what has to 

be done to improve it. 

 

Variety of international and traditional banks have taken effect in Tanzania. Timely, 

as a result of innovation of banks services, could end up intensifying customers since 

they are all beneficiaries of various banks. The international banks took advantage of 

customer requirements in Tanzania, as there is a gap in the banking industry between 

service providers and beneficiaries. It could threaten the domestic service providers. 

Having known the situation, the current study intended to find the reasons that guide 

customers’ choice of banks in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. 

 

1.3  Objective of the study 

1.3.1  General Objective 

The prevailing intention of this thesis is to identify the facet governing customer choice 

in using bank services in Ilala district, Dar es Salaam 

 

1.3.2  Specific Objectives 

The study addresses the following specific objectives. 

i. To ascertain the basis that customers regard crucial in adopting services of a 

certain bank. 

ii. To assess aspects that regulate customers’ decision on banking services. 

iii. To examine measures to be taken to attract customers’ in choosing provided 

monetary facilities. 

 

1.4  Research Questions 

i. What criteria do customers’ consider in choosing banking services? 
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ii. How are customers’ decision on the type of banking services influenced? 

iii. What are the measures to attract and retain customers in banks? 

1.5  Significance of the Study 

The research findings from this study helped to create awareness of the 

competition in the banking industry with the purpose to become more 

conscious in retaining and inviting more customers through innovation. 

✓ The study finding added a body of knowledge to bank service providers on 

the services that attract customers more as well as their customers’ 

expectations. 

✓ The study provided awareness on the significance of improvement of 

banking services by outlining the huddles’ customers experience while 

using banking services.  

✓ This study identified areas of improvement in the offered services such as 

customer service unit and technology. 

✓ The study contributed theoretically to this growing literature by addressing 

technological role and function of banks, which has major implications for 

monetary and macroeconomics, finance and banking, as well as 

government policy. 

✓  Nevertheless, the study served as a point reference to banks in their 

innovation strategies and digital evolution of banking services through 

identifying what customers look forward to experience in this era of 

technology. 

 

1.6  Scope of the study 

This thesis’ setting was at Ilala, Dar es Salaam city is among the most matured business 

centres in Eastern zone of Tanzania. The thesis emphasis on a banking experience of 

customers and thus the sequel is not of the majority. The thesis anticipated appellants 

from public sector, private institutes and business ventures. 

This thesis evaluated the determinant facets, which influence customers’ choice of 

banking services. 
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1.7  Limitation of the Study 

This report focused on a discrete type of users, hence the outcome did not stand in for 

the whole community. It is restricted to customers of banks such as CRDB, Exim, 

NMB and Equity with different occupations such as self-employed and employees 

from institutions along Ilala district. The findings can only be generalised to financial 

institutions that are similar to the ones studied under this study. 

1.8  Organization of the Study 

The thesis has six chapters. Chapter One contains the background of the study, 

statement of the research problem, objectives of the study, research questions, scope 

of the study and limitations of the study. Chapter Two comprises of literature review 

which consists of previous relevant empirical studies and theoretical framework 

guiding the study. Chapter Three discusses the research design and methodologies 

employed in the thesis. It identified the sampling techniques, data collection and 

analysis techniques. Furthermore, inferential statistical method was employed to 

evaluate data. The results and findings of this thesis is addressed in Chapter Four. 

Chapter Five is about discussion of findings. Lastly, Chapter Six summarises study, 

presents recommendations and suggests the area for further studies. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews the studies that were carried out on what affects customers’ 

choice in banking services. The chapter begins with definition of terms used in the 

study and then an explanation of customers’ behaviour and satisfaction is provided. 

Second, the chapter provides with an overview of the bank selection criteria 

investigated, based on selection criteria used in previous studies, followed by a 

discussion of some influences on bank selection based on their chronological context. 

It further reviews similar studies conducted in the study area:-Ilala, Dar es salaam. 

 

2.2  Definition of Terms 

2.2.1  Bank 

Generally, a "BANK" is derived from an Italian word in the12th Century, due to great 

financial crisis because of war. Therefore, to address the war costs, the government 

came up with a plan that ensured residents secure funds with a minimum interest. 

(Casu et al. 2006) 

 

According to Britannica, a bank is an organization, which handles cash and offer 

various monetary facilities. They are large institutes that receive cash as deposits and 

generate profit from different services offered. These interests later serve as liabilities 

and lending these finances to customers in form of loans. Banks obtain commissions 

and wages through trading different services such as bureau exchange services, 

financial guidance, account maintenance fees and so on (Pilbeam, 1998). 

 

2.2.2  Banker 

A banker is defined as an individual who often engage with money transactions, 

aligning drafts for clients subject to the obligation of honouring cheques drawn upon 
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them from time to time by the customers to the extent of the amounts available on their 

current accounts (Hart,1931) 

 

2.2.3  Consumer Behaviour 

Howard, 1997, Gronaung, and Venkantesh (1986) defines consumer behaviour as 

individual unifying study concentrating on the purchasing and utilizing of products 

and facilities by consumers. Previously, the subject of consumer behaviour aimed at 

identifying the reasons to why customers buy and consume more specific products 

than any other. Currently, scholars concentrated on utilization, which probe on what 

individuals buy, why they buy and how individuals utilize the services (Grewal and 

levy, 2012).  Blackwell et al., 2006 clarified consumer behaviour as tasks individuals 

handle when achieving, utilizing and discard amenities. 

 

The resembling aspect has been conveyed by Kotler et al, (2009; 224) who defines 

consumer behaviour as “the study of how individuals or groups buy, use and dispose 

of goods, services, ideas or experiences to satisfy their needs and wants”. 

 

2.3  Role and Importance of Banks 

Banks functions are categorised into two: -essential roles and peripheral roles. The 

paramount purpose of banks involves cash deposits and loan facilities. Activating 

deposits from public serves as the vital role on any bank. It is convenient for people 

with surplus funds to deposit the amounts in banks. Secondly, banks play a pivotal role 

in granting loans and advances. The public and business ventures receive these funds 

at an acceptable annual percentage rate provided by institutes on different depositing 

ledgers (Stanbic Bank, 2018) 

The major impacts of banks in developing countries such as Tanzania generatefunds 

for gathering resources, economic forums, influence financial statutes; stimulate 

interior and exterior market and arrange for eternal financial aid for strengthening 

agricultural sector (Stanbic bank, 2018) 
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2.4  Customers Behaviour Theories 

Customer behaviour what individuals or groups of people experience when selecting, 

buying, utilizing and disposing the products, thoughts and amenities (Sells, n. d). 

Number of features; perceptions and assumptions foster the buying behaviour. They 

constantly change responding to a circulating occasions, data and individual 

encounters (Peer, 2009). 

Indicated by Schiffman and Kanuk, 1997 unique sorts of buyers were recognized, 

individual and organizational customers. Individual users buy items for individual or 

household utilization or as a reward to others. Individual users, along these lines, 

purchase for terminal use. Organizational users buy goods and amenities in order to 

operate in Institutions like profit making. Non-profitmaking entities and public-owned 

associations. 

It is convenient to acquire knowledge on fundamental essentials of consuming 

attitudes as trading resources acknowledges that crucial concept of trading are the user 

henceforth consideration of users is essential for both  market analysis and market 

decisions (Peter and Olson,2010; Baines and Fill, 2014).  

 However, the buyer’s attitude is significant to traders since it assist to realize how and 

why customers decide in order to establish sound decisions at the expense of their 

business (Armstrong, 2011) 

The purchasing mentality is related with significant proportions of a purchaser, which 

is supported. Recurrence of visiting stores or shopping centers can be estimated. To 

choose a particular store at that point to go there is extremely hard to pick and watch 

legitimately. Where various kinds of conduct are estimated incorporating a shopping 

design in stores. This sort of estimation is hard. The conduct examined in various 

manners, by offering lower value, better assistance, and great quality (Papanastassiu 

and Rouhani, 2006)  

Most huge organizations inquire about on how customers settle on their purchasing 

choice with a mean to respond to on inquiries for example, how shoppers offer reaction 

to various endeavours utilized by the bank (Kotler, 2006). This model shows that 

promoting and other upgrades enter the purchaser's mind and invigorate certain 
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reactions. In this manner, advertisers must make sense of what is in the purchaser's 

psyche.  

Showcasing improvements incorporate item, value, spot, and advancement. While 

other improvements incorporate purchaser' general condition which includes financial, 

political, mechanical, and socio-social variables. All upgrades inputs enter the 

purchaser's psyche, where they are transforming into discernible purchaser reactions, 

for example, an item, brand, vendor decisions, buy timing, and buy sum (Kotler, 2006).  

The advertiser needs to have a comprehensive information on how customers upgrade 

changes towards reactions. The purchaser's psyche is isolated into two significant 

parts. The initial segment clarifies the purchasers' attributes that impact how the person 

finishes up and responds to boosts and the subsequent part is the purchasers' choice 

procedure (Armstrong, 2011) 

 

The figure below outlines what it takes for a product to be introduced and available in 

the market, what drives a customer to demand a certain product or service and the kind 

of service or product a customer expects to satisfy ones desire. 

 

 

Figure 2. 1: The model of Consumer Behaviour,(Kotler, P) 

 

Kotler et al. (2009) urged that, some stimuli such as marketing e.g. product, price, 

distribution, communication and other stimuli e.g. economic, political, and technology 

tried to explain consumers’ purchase decisions. This model explains that the stimuli 
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side can split into two sub-components namely: - Marketing Stimuli and 

Environmental Stimuli. 

 

Marketing Stimuli includes product, price, place, and promotion. This is influenced by 

the marketer. Whereas Environmental Stimuli includes economic, technological, 

political, cultural, demographic and nature relies on in docile forces. However, these 

two stimuli are interdependent in a way that the structure of marketing stimuli is 

influenced by the environmental stimuli. (Good hope, 2013) 

 

Nevertheless, more attention is required in relating both stimuli and feedback of 

consumer. For example, this model prioritises the process that customers involve when 

deciding to respond towards something. Reality shows that purchasing decision 

primarily include the level to which customers are connected to the product, marketing 

and the buying process. This reflects that customer behaviour requires more of what 

the customer knows and not just what interests the customer and the process of 

decision making (Szmigin and Piacentini, 2015). 

 

2.4.1  Marshallian Economics 

Alfred Marshall was an economist who believed that consumers buy their goods and 

services based on what offers the most personal satisfaction. It assume that people buy 

what they like, if they can afford it. However, the theory has given marketers several 

useful hypotheses. Some include: 

➢ If an item's cost is lower, the deals of that item will be higher. 

➢ When there are items and substitute of those items, deals of the substitute will 

be more prominent if its cost is lower than the cost of the first item. 

➢ When the income of customers is higher, deals of an item will thus be higher; 

given the item is not a substandard one. 

➢  

The  establishment  of  market-clearing  prices,  through  the  operation  of  both  blades  

of  Marshall's metaphorical "scissors", i.e. by the forces both of demand and of supply 
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not by just the one or the other alone is  demonstrated. It is illustrated that equilibrium 

established in a competitive market the subjective marginal costs of producing a 

commodity in terms of effort and waiting are just equal to the marginal satisfaction 

yielded by the commodity to its user. The concept of adjustment to equilibrium via 

marginal substitution was extended from the context of consumption i.e. where it was 

first practised to production, to distribution and to the adjustment to equality of saving 

and investment. 

 

As Keynes (1924:350) argues about the general idea, underlying the proposition that 

the value is determined at the equilibrium point of Demand and Supply was extended 

so as to discover a whole Copernican system, by which all the elements of the 

economic universe are kept in their places by mutual counterpoise and interaction." 

 

Here Keynes regards Marshall reaching beyond the constraints of partial equilibrium 

towards the concept of general interdependence and general equilibrium. A notable 

pioneering feature of the Principles is Marshall's judicious use of diagrams as an 

expositional device. 

 

“The  usefulness  of  the below figure seems to show that they give firmer grasp 

of many important principles than without their aid; and that there are many 

problems of pure theory, which no one who has once learnt to use diagrams 

will willingly handle in any other way." 

There can be little doubt that Marshall's readers must have agreed by the way of 

illustration. 

Figure 2.2 shows how working  under competitive  conditions,  those who  participate  

in economic  activity co-operate in supplying the goods and services required by the 

community, and how the market tends to reward each contributor according to the 

value of his or her marginal product. 
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Figure 2. 2: Marshall’s Equilibrium of demand and supply, (Irimia, R, 2016) 

To speak to the harmony of interest and supply geometrically, we may draw the interest 

and supply bends together as in Figure. 2.2 Assuming at that point to the rate at which 

creation is in effect really continued, and Rd the interest cost is more prominent than 

Rs the stockpile cost, the creation is uncommonly beneficial and will be expanded. R, 

the sum list, as we may call it, will move to one side. Then again, if Rd is not as much 

as Rs, R will move to one side. In the event that Rd is equivalent to Rs, that is, if R is 

vertically under a state of convergence of the two bends, request, and supply are in 

harmony. 

Nevertheless, the theory relates with the topic in discussion since it explains that 

customer decisions vary based on what stimulates them at a particular time. 

Banking service providers should pay attention to these stimuli because they are 

the forces affecting customer decisions towards services. 

2.4.2 Cognitive Consumer Behaviour Models 

The psychological purchaser conduct models can be explained into two classes; 

diagnostic models and prescriptive models. Prescriptive models are the ones that 

control how clients carry on and direct client choices as impacted by mentalities and 

convictions. The most perceived models are Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) and 

Theory of Reasoned Activity (TRA) 
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Explanatory models clarify the conduct of shoppers and their connection between the 

impacting factors and the choice made. These are Customer Choice Model and Theory 

of Buyer Behaviour. The following are vital to choice procedure; achieving issue 

acknowledgment, data search, elective assessment, and decision and result assessment. 

These are the key phases of the choice procedure. (Bray, 2008).igure 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 3: Cognitive Consumer Behaviour Models, (Fawcett and Down, 1992) 

Theory of Planned Behaviour 

2.4.3 Theory of planned Behaviour 

The theory of planned behaviour (TPB) is a commonly utilized intrapersonal theory 

used to predict behavioural intention and behaviour. It assumes that behaviours 
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scrutinised in this model are discretional. Perceived behavioural control was 

introduced to give light for behaviours that were not under voluntary control. TPB 

incorporates three main constructs that contribute to behavioural intention, which is 

considered the strongest predictor of behaviour 

Attitude towards a behaviour refers as to whether a person holds a positive or negative 

view of the service behaviour under examination. Attitude is comprised of beliefs, 

knowledge and values, and a determination of whether the outcomes of behaviours are 

positive or negative, and attitude tends to be a moderate predictor of behavioural 

intention. Subjective norms perceived as social pressure to perform a behaviour. They 

involve an individual’s belief about whether significant-others would approve or 

disapprove of behaviour, in addition as an individual’s motivation to adjust to 

significant-others’ expectations. Although influential in many behaviours, subjective 

norms are generally a poor predictor of behavioural control possibly because they need 

insufficient measurement. 

 

PBC alludes to the quantity of control an individual feels she or he has over playing 

out a conduct; it has been viewed as a moderate indicator of social goal that 

legitimately predicts conduct. Be that as it may, a few practices are out of the control 

of the person, which is the reason genuine social control is typically included during 

this model. Genuine social control straightforwardly influences practices and 

considers applying impact between conduct aim and conduct inside the TPB. For 

instance, if an individual fuses an ideal disposition towards utilizing banking 

administrations, sees encountering banking administrations to be decidedly seen by 

huge others, and feels as though the individual in question is amazingness of the 

administrations gotten, that individual will probably use the rendered financial 

administrations. Nevertheless, if the individual does not approach banks because of 

remoteness of the world or system boundary, the individual in question is professed to 

not have genuine conduct authority over financial administrations. (Hackman C and 

Knowlden A, 2014) 
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Figure 2. 4: Theory of Planned Behaviour, (Ajzen, 2006) 

 

2.4.3 Humanistic Models of Consumer Behaviour 

This model explains more of self-analysis concepts of the individuals as opposed to 

the generic possesses. The founders believed that motivation for humans was the need 

of personal growth and fulfilment in life that is to mean humans prefer psychological 

growth than anything else. 

 

The Theory of Trying advanced by Bagozzi and Warsaw (1990) centres around the 

assessment of endeavouring to move. This is to state, in principle of endeavouring "a 

mentality toward a contemplated activity is supplanted by a demeanour toward trying 

and an expectation is limited to a goal to attempt" (Carsrud et al., 2009, p.155). It 

isolates objectives into two classes: transitional and end-state objectives. About this 

hypothesis, Gould et al. (1997) have distinguished two fundamental reasons of why 

shoppers may neglect to do to devour. Right off the bat, purchasers may neglect to 

think about the decisions accessible to them. In addition, customers may intentionally 

cease from purchasing for different reasons (Dudovskiy and Dudoviskiy, 2013) 

As portrayed in Figure 2.5 the theory gives an option in contrast to the models recently 

considered. Rather than testing exact conduct, the model evaluates endeavour to 
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rehearse. Emotional standards, methods for testing, mentalities, and assumption of 

progress, perspectives, and retribution of disappointment are presented on the grounds 

that the prior factors to aim to attempt; itself the key forerunner to attempting. Various 

investigations found that client decision is exceptionally impacted by conduct, for 

example, studies from Bagozzi and Kimmel (1995), Leone, Perugini et al. (1999) and 

Norman& Conner (1996),unite them within this hypothesis. 

 

Bagozzi et al., 2002 recommends the examination of this hypothesis that it is 

significant for clients to have conduct objectives rather than social expectations, and 

that they should widen exertion and endeavour to accomplish these goals. To date the 

hypothesis of attempting is applied to heath related duties, and a couple of studies 

relate it to retail utilization choices. A few pieces of the hypothesis are upheld 

exploratory, yet not the entirety of the factors are seen as critical in each test (Inlet and 

Daniel, 2003). In a flip to the hypothesis, Gould et al. (1997) distributed investigation 

into the purposes behind customers 'neglecting to attempt to devour'. For this situation, 

customers either neglect to see or be uninformed of their choices, or put forth a 

cognizant attempt not to expend (Schiffman and Kanuk 2007). The first of these two 

focuses may have significance in the financial field. 

 

The traditional theories propose that mentality could be a solitary segment idea. This 

fringe idea ties with disrupted practices toward which people structure the general 

demeanour where the likelihood to document surpasses that of disregarding. Trying 

acquainted with comprehend the appraisal techniques basic to the presentation of risky 

practices. They mean practices, which are, prevented by inside weaknesses and outside 

ecological possibilities for example deficient aptitudes, wilful propensities, and 

lacking system availability (LalDey et al., 2016). Wang and Xu, 2015 backings the all-

inclusive segments of perspectives over those that are uniform. 

 

In spite of different models, the hypothesis reports that the concurrence of various 

mentalities ascendingly. It is essential to talk questionable practices. The hypothesis 

of attempting present situations where people might be intrigued with innovation 
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however, various variables will not let them. (Bagozzi et al., 1992). The suspicion of 

an innovation that does not address the ideal issues overpowers the capacity to learn 

and draw in with the presented innovation. These outcomes to a melancholy mentality 

toward innovation selection (Bagozzi, 2007).

 

This hypothesis present extensive comprehension of innovation or new 

item/administration selection much stays to be thought about the scope of perspectives 

mediating during consumer\'s dynamic procedure. While investigating customers' 

appropriation of late items and administrations, and their buy choices and expectations, 

past examinations think about demeanour as a key predecessor of those practices and 

social goals. In addition, the disposition is considered as a unidimensional idea. People 

are probably going to make unique, in any event, contending, decisions before they 

make choices or decisions (Xie et al., 2008). 

 

Dissimilar to other appropriation models, attempting conceptualizes disposition as a 

multidimensional idea. Trying proposes a three-dimensional conceptualization of 

disposition, which is esteem the three potential reactions to the potential yields of 

conduct authorization, which attempt and succeeding, attempting however coming up 

short, and figuring out how to utilize the innovation. In this manner, the mentality 

toward new innovation appropriation results from the joined impacts of disposition 

toward trying and succeeding, demeanour toward attempting yet falling flat and 

disposition towards figuring out how to utilize innovation (Bagozzi et al., 1992) 

Figure 2.5 focuses on explaining consumer’s attempts at consumption, which hinders 

personal and environmental barriers that prevent the act of purchase from happening. 
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Figure 2. 5: Theory of Trying (Baggozi2002) 

These theories provided such an alternative empirical test, allowing complete control 

of all other factors. For this purpose, use is made of the fact that modern banking and 

its constituent accounting operations take place entirely within the IT systems of 

banks. It elaborated the use of relevant banking software to simulate customers’ choice 

of banks with regard to speedy bank loan transaction, Internet banking, and other 

services. While humans may change their behaviour in such simulation situations 

when they become aware of the nature of the test, such potential bias does not apply 

to software code. The experience or test of booking a bank loan in banking software, 

purchasing different items by using online platforms provides a separate and different 

corroboration of the findings in this study. 

 

2.4.4 Internal Influence on Customers’ Decisions 

Administration giving associations realize that one client's optimal treatment will be 

very not quite the same as that of another client. You will identify the ideal treatment 

might be an energetic web banking, while your supporter long for a normal quick client 
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support and friendliness of the customer care service providers. Some of these 

distinctions are a result of the path during which clients disguise data about the world 

like discernment, introduction, consideration and translation. Observation is the 

procedure by which people select, sort out and decipher data from the surface world 

(Sells, n. d.) 

 

The figure below demonstrates the techniques that guide service provider to identify 

and track the whole process of decision making a customer goes through i.e. the first 

stage to the last stage. 

 

 

Figure 2. 6: Influences on Customer decision making 

 

From the above figure, the following explains what each element entails and their 

significance in the customer decision-making process. 

 

Discernment: Observation is the manner by which we purposely and accidentally 

process data. We see our general surroundings still as how we see ourselves by the 

means. Self-observation assumes a larger than average job in client buy choices. Every 
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individual incorporates a “perceptual channel” that is one of a kind to him or her. For 

a client to be affected on buy choice, you as an advertiser must discover how to situate 

yourself so that you are sifted properly through a client's recognition. The best 

gratitude to do that is to shape it extremely known how your item or administration 

will give a solution to your client's issues (Sells.n). 

 

Education: An individual's information without a doubt affects their buying choices. 

Information is that the whole of all the training and information claimed by somebody. 

As an advertiser the way to acquiring new clients and holding old ones is persuading 

individuals to be receptive a to simply acknowledge new data about your item. This 

may regularly be an intense errand, and again is the reason appropriate situating is 

basic (Sells.n). 

 

Self-Development: Additionally alluded to as self-idea or self-recognition. It depicts 

how individuals evaluate themselves. Incorporates an assessment of their character, 

quirk, and way of life, side interest, capacity and limit. Individuals frequently make 

buys to help their self-development, and can occasionally; if at any point make an 

obtaining that repudiates their self-recognition. As an advertiser, on the off chance that 

you will perceive how a client sees oneself, at that point you will have a decent bit of 

leeway on the off chance that you can situate your item/administration during a way 

that underpins their self-idea (Sells.n). 

 

Inspiration: Inspiration might be a gigantic inward impact when it includes a clients' 

buy dynamic procedure. On the off chance that someone is propelled to achieve 

something, they frequently experience a discussion reroute, and can look for 

arrangements in order to achieve what it is they are commenced to attempt to do. For 

example, state you are spurred to incite fit. Amazing! That is phenomenal! Presently 

what? Indeed, you might want some assortment of an answer. You may join a spa, put 

resources into an exceedingly fitness coach, buy a pot chime, and so forth. There are a 

spread of potential arrangements, and looking on your degree of inspiration, it is more 

alluring than others may. Nonetheless, do not mistake inspiration for association, 
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which is about what extent exertion a client places into making a call. Once more, as 

an advertiser, you will have a more prominent preferred position on the off chance that 

you will know what is propelling your clients. A client typically get to aid their 

apparent job in the public eye. People groups' jobs differ, as far as their own life and 

working environment. It is anticipated from the specialist organization to work out 

what job clients play and the way your item/administration might be of a gainful 

(Sell.n). 

 

2.5.1  Situational Influences on Customers’ Decisions 

These components can influence what, where and how clients’ decisions and service 

providing organizations depend on each other. It is a well-known fact that their 

physical environment like promoting unequivocally influences individuals’ 

temperaments and practices. There is one proverb by the promoting files: "As clients 

are presented to increasingly publicizing, sponsors must work harder than at any other 

time to initiate their consideration". Also to the physical condition, time is another 

situational factor. Associations realize that the hour of day and the manner in which 

much time one should cause to use influence choosing. Time is one in everything about 

most restricted assets. We focus on ‘setting aside a few minutes' or 'investing energy', 

and are much of the time reminded that 'time is cash'. They should offer quick support 

for their clients. 

 

2.5.2 Social influences on customers’ decisions 

Despite the fact that we are people from diverse societies, we are individuals from the 

numerous gatherings that are affected by our choices. Family units, friends and 

classmates influence our choices generally, just as various gatherings for example; 

society and legislative issues. 

 

Social influences are always affected by some basic factors which are culture, social 

class and proficient/social gatherings as they are briefly explained below. 
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Culture: No outside impact has the extreme measure of a significant effect on an 

individual whose buying choices are better than their ways of life. Individuals 

regularly shares convictions, perspectives, and practices'. That is actually what culture 

is, the mutual conduct between the individuals from a public. On the off chance that 

you might want to get a hand on your client, at that point it would be a significantly 

insightful choice to endeavour to comprehend their way of life. 

 

Social Class:This could be money related, instructive, or word related. Wagering on 

what individuals a potential client has a place with, will enormously affect their buy 

choices. The less privileged will not consider rich things like vehicles when the least 

they expect is a rooftop over their heads. 

 

Social/proficient gatherings: practically like culture yet for a little scope. These are the 

gatherings that individual frequently feel the need to relate or disassociate themselves. 

For an advertiser to succeed it expects him to acknowledge to what class his client 

have a place. 

 

2.6 Consumer Decision Making Process 

Grewal and Levy, (2012) recommend that the securing choices of customers is 

separated into two significant stages: pre-buy or buy; post-buy stage. They recommend 

that everything about stages have some sub-stages: need acknowledgment; data search; 

assessment of choices; buy choice; utilization; post-utilization assessment. This model 

speaks to a guide of customers' brains that might be utilized by business in structuring 

promoting system. It likewise centres on customer exercises (for example think, assess 

and act) happen during choosing and shows how this is frequently experiencing diverse 

inner and outer powers. The figure below explains chronologically how consumer 

decision-making process is attained.  
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Figure 2. 7: Consumer Decision Making Process, (Blackwell et al., (2006) 

 

2.6.1  Need Recognition 

This is the earliest stage of deciding process, whereby consumer has to realize what 

he/she really needs to purchase. If there is no need, there is no purchase. In this stage, 

the consumer identifies missing elements and is willing to look for it. Meaning that 

there is variation between aspired state and present situation.For instance, hunger and 

food. Hunger stimulates the need to eat. The same as the issue of banks an individual 

recognizes his or her needs as he or she needs to save, maybe he or she needs a loan 

and even safety for his or her money therefore this need drives the consumer to fulfil 

the desired situation by looking for a bank of the consumer’s choice. 

 

This recognition will be activated by internal stimuli i.e. scholarly need felt by the 

individual for example appetite and thirst. External stimuli whereby marketer’s 

information is processed through commercials.When a marketer identifies what the 

target market needs it would be perfect time to promote them. 

 

2.6.2  Information Search 

After realizing what need one has, the subsequent step is information search. If the 

buyers drive is robust and he is as regards to a satisfying product, the client is probably 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjxmOfC_OfhAhXDxoUKHValBDAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.tutor2u.net/business/reference/marketing-buyer-behaviour-the-decision-making-process&psig=AOvVaw1eEW7j8MPD6Y7QQZ5MtoQ8&ust=1556169267966511
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going to travel for it if not the buyer may store the necessity and choose information 

search. This is the stage of making decisions to consider the chance of administration. 

A shopper may make discomforts when making a choice since individuals regularly 

prefer not to lament making a call. For instance, it is better to examine issues like 

suppliers and the reputation of the bank. The consumer always asks the following 

questions if he/she wants to access the bank services; how does the bank handle its 

customers? What are the banks assets and liabilities? What is the banks interest rates? 

And how flexible are the banks service providers? 

 

2.6.3  Appraisal of Alternatives 

It is during this time a customer affirms with his/her appeals. Questions like is this the 

item that i want? Is there a different item that I need? The customer uses the 

information to urge a brand of his choice. The marketer must realize that the alternative 

evaluations meanshow purchasers process the information they get from various 

sources customers never use one assessment and evaluation process. When the data is 

gathered, the purchaser will be in a situation to assess itsince he/she will have a wide 

range of choices offered to him/her and then he chooses the one he thinks is the most 

suitable and it is the best for him/her. The purchaser can assess in two aspects, target 

aspect, which involves the features and functionality of the item and the intuitive 

aspect, which involves discernment and recognized value of the brand. 

 

After that, the consumer will use the information collected plus the brand image to 

evaluate the various items available and opt for the one that satisfy him/her most. 

 

2.6.4  Purchasing Decision 

The customer decides under the influence of knowledge on what to buy, where to buy 

and what they need. At this point, the customer has either evaluated all the facts and 

their availability to meaningful conclusions, made a choice supported by feelings, 

relationships, and incidents contrary to promotion. For instance in banking, after a 
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consumer has done evaluation of several banks he/she concludes on which bank he/she 

will access the service. 

 

2.6.5  Post Purchase Behaviour 

When a purchaser buys an item, the advertiser's activity does not end in light of the 

fact that a shopper is fulfilled or disappointed and could prompt post buy conduct. This 

is an examining stage for both the purchaser and client. The shopper attempts to assess 

if the advertising efforts matches with his/her experience regardless of whether the 

administration or item meet or outperform the projections. 

 

A fulfilled client is inconceivably prone to turn into a committed and normal client. In 

the event that a client finds that the thing has challenged, surpass and ensures they 

consequently turn into a brand minister affecting other potential clients in their stage 

two of their next client venture, boosting the probabilities of the advertiser's item being 

bought once more. The indistinguishable is frequently said for a criticism, which may 

end a potential client's excursion towards an advertiser item. 

 

2.7  Influences on Customer Decisions 

Blackwell et al., (2006 demonstrated that there are two distinct groups of influences 

namely consumer influences and organizational influences that affect consumer 

behaviour i.e. obtaining, consuming and disposing. The client impacts incorporate 

various components: values, character, life-cycle stage, compensation, influence, 

motivation, feelings, mastery, race, relationship, assets, thoughts, encounters, and age 

gatherings. The elements under the hierarchical impacts are character, advancement, 

cost, administration, accessibility, how they show up, thing highlights, parol, standard, 

and store condition and enthusiasm programs. 

Aside from laying out different impacts, key variables are not considered, for example, 

feelings, and network worry by the association and contingent elements for example 

purchasing circumstance and situational state. These models disregard time and 

achieving factors. It regards that the deals ought to in any event consider two key 
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highlights that are time and execution. It indicates that 'exhibitions' and 'experience' 

are the most common time sensitive (Lovelock and Writz, 2016). 

 

Besides, there are significant things that identify with individuals and natural impacts 

affecting client conduct. There are significant contrasts as far as requirements, 

motivation, values, character where some of them are relatively enduring and some are 

often evolving. This depicts banks need to cut across what individual and ecological 

elements impact clients' bank choice through recognizing what client consider as 

offering esteem (Har and Ta, 2000). 

 

Nevertheless, there should be impacts of recognizing buyers as very own determinants 

for example character, mentality, conviction and feeling. Ecological impacts, for 

example, class and family structure on clients' bank determination design (Hoek et al., 

2000). It clarified that clients’ aim to pick their bank is chosen generally by evaluative 

characteristics (Abduh and Omar, 2012). It is contended that inspecting clients' bank 

determination bolstered their individual determinants or natural impacts will not be the 

incomparable gainful methodology. It is essential to discover what clients really do at 

a particular purchasing circumstance and watch instead of contrasting individual 

contrasts or natural impacts whose prognostic force are constrained (Hoek et al., 2000). 

 

2.8  Empirical literature review. 

Conventional banks think about trust as preeminent steadiness, because of clearness 

and custom of their brands and branches. Nevertheless, the study shows that this upper 

hand is in harm's way. Along these lines, banks must make a move to restore trust. 

Customers have significant levels of trust in customary banks to attempt to the 

essentials for example to remain cash safe. They likewise need to confide in banks: 

60% of overall purchasers concur, "Banks have a significant task to carry out in 

helping individuals accomplish their life objectives through their mastery." Shoppers 

have lower levels of trust in conventional banks to satisfy vital promises for example 

to create fair guidance. The review uncovered four basic regions where banks must 

centre their speculations and endeavours to resuscitate their focal spot inside the lives 
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of buyers: Assemble client trust, Improve client understanding, Re-examine client 

commitment and dissemination and Advance client experience like FinTechs. Clients 

who communicated diminished reliance on their bank as their essential monetary 

administration supplier and utilized nonbank suppliers for money related 

administrations in the past year are 40 %. Clients who have not yet utilized non-bank 

suppliers mastermind to join the services in the future are 20%. (EY, 2016) 

 

Das (2017) discoveries recommend that clients' bank choice choices are an 

exceptionally included the choice which is not only for its intuitive and administration 

strength, yet in addition for the presence of upper degree of saw hazard and 

vulnerability; this leads clients to consider and assess assortment of things for their 

bank determination. Therefore, it ought to be noticed that not everybody’s wishes are 

considered and assessed for his or her bank determination are significant, yet similarly. 

Therefore, the level of significance clients append to different components of bank 

choice or what variables (or blend of elements) are deciding their bank determination 

shift altogether over individual, advertise fragments, nature of banking relationship, 

nature and kind of items, and nature and kind of banks. 

 

The investigation proposes that the level of significance clients join to various bank 

determination measures contrasts across various clients as well as inside same market 

section; this is frequently principally on account of individual contrasts or decent 

variety of financial needs. For instance, the overall significance of mechanically 

propelled banking is greater to the more youthful age of customers when contrasted 

with other client portions. The job and significance of intuitive (or eye-to-eye banking) 

is greater for more established age clients. It is progressively useful for the banks to 

go past individual or segmental contrasts by distinguishing clients' money related 

needs and requests, explicitly when banks try to accomplish a serious situation inside 

the commercial centre. 

 

Apparently, clients' bank determination is normally related with specific products and 

ventures offered by banks, which make benefits that, add to the conviction of client 
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needs. In this manner, which specific variables decide clients' bank choice largely 

relies upon the character and kind of items connected with their bank choice? For 

instance, what\'s conveyed (specialized viewpoint) is given the best degree of 

significance when clients' bank choice relates with buying a reserve funds item. At the 

point when the bank choice is predicated on purchasing any essential or bookkeeping 

item, the best degree of accentuation is given on how the product and administrations 

are conveyed (practical viewpoint). At the point when the necessity of bank 

determination starts from the prerequisite of a credit or advance item, the best degree 

of significance is given on informal suggestions (intelligent and social perspective). 

 

Lovelock and Writz (2016) recommends that for a help rendered industry, it\'s to 

advocate itself through its presentation and encounters to clients. They recognized that 

administration conveyance representatives add to the achievement of any firm. This is 

regularly in light of the fact that they are a piece of the administration, they speak to 

the firm and that they are imperative a piece of the brand. They influence profitability 

and capacity a wellspring of client dedication. They despite everything pin out that 

when the business set puts the right achievement cycle inside the firm by employing 

the right individuals, rouse and stimulating them and have an administration group that 

underpins them. The outcomes are overpowering since the administration furnished 

are served at its best with the best group. Clients appreciate being presented with duty 

and need. 

 

Ezeh’s(2017) discoveries in Nigeria were input on the elements deciding the decision 

and inclination of banks by transport labourers. The examination conceptualized 

administration factor into specialized, practical and natural variables. The specialized 

or result viewpoint identifies with the degree to which an item fits in with particulars 

for example what the client gets, while the useful or procedure part against this is on 

edge with the method for administration conveyance. The ecological components in 

light of the fact that the substantial elements that drive clients' fulfilment, for example 

physical proof. 
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The operational importance of specialized, utilitarian and ecological components 

during this examination work, are conceptualized specialized factors as secure 

inclination, proficient assistance, speed of exchange, bank suggested, bank notoriety, 

credit accessibility, low charge, scope of administrations, privacy, esteem included 

administrations. The utilitarian elements are telephone banking, web banking, ATM 

banking, neighbourly staff, individual consideration, satisfying habits of staff, 

auspicious help, attention to the bank, expanded client dedication programs, persistent 

data be expected the bank and streamlined applications structure for all records a bank 

offers. The ecological components are stopping office, advantageous area, bank size, 

bank possession, close to work place as variables that will affect the vehicle deal with 

selection of banks. 

 

2.9  Conceptual Framework 

Bank client features an assortment of procedures for administration assessment, which 

can in the end bring about the determination or inclination of a chose specialist 

organization. Accordingly, Zeithaml, Berry, and Parasuraman, (1993) bunch the 

variables into three classes of value attributes, search, understanding, and belief 

properties. Search characteristics are the administration includes that client can see, 

feel or contact and might be assessed in front of procurement. Furthermore, experience 

characteristics are those administration characteristics that will be assessed during or 

after utilization. At last, confidence qualities are the administration includes that client 

discover hard to decide after buy or utilization, similar to clinical administrations gave 

by a specialist. One can contend money-related administrations are portrayed by 

significant levels of assurance and experiential highlights, along these lines, making 

them hard to be assessed before utilization. 

 

Subsequently, to decrease the opportunity and changeability that are connecting with 

the procurement of administration/item, client pretty much depend on the 

unmistakable signs like spot, gear, individuals, images among others in light of the 

fact that the proof of administration quality (Morley, 2004). Numerous ideas are 

created in light of the fact that the significant variables and in this manner the drivers 
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for vault budgetary foundation decision. This investigation depends on the variables 

featured as having impact on clients' decision of bank by Ezeh (2017); EY (2016); Das 

(2017) and Lovelock and Writz (2016). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Figure 2. 8: Conceptual Framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This section explains the procedures used in the general study investigation. It 

particularly shows research design, population, sample size and sampling techniques, 

data collection and analysis methods applied in the study. 
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3.1  Research Design 

The examination is illustrative utilizing the overview configuration, pointed toward 

deciding the components affecting customer selection of banks. Yurtoğlu (2016) 

clarifies survey design as a methodology that agents manage an overview to an 

example or whole populace of people to clarify credited, feelings, practices or 

qualities. The design is therefore suitable for this study as it focuses on the factors that 

influence customers’ choice of banks. Studies are helpful because they gather 

quantitative, numbered date utilizing surveys and measurably investigate the data to 

disclose inclines about reactions to questions and to check the theory. 

 

3.2  Target Population of the Study 

The objective populace are citizen who are income earners dwelling in Dar es Salaam. 

Sixty percent are employees from both private and government institutions because of 

their convenience, Forty percent are businesspersons within the region. These workers 

were chosen bolstered the conviction that they need the ability to abstain from 

squandering and store cash in banks in light of the fact that their pay is relatively 

alluring. While the remaining are employees from various banks and customers.. These 

groups are expected to represent all types of population categories in the city, while 

assessing the factors that affect customers’ preference in banking services. The sample 

targets are presumed to often use bank services to save, receive and transfer money to 

and from different corners of the country. Given the nature of the thesis (due to the 

unavailability of sampling frame of banks’ customers or infinite population), a non-

probability sample (convenience) inspecting was picked. Along these lines, an 

example size of 150 clients was chosen from the characterized target populace of 

employees from CRDB, Exim , Equity and NMB banks were selected. The Comfort 

test choice of the respondents was practiced by circulating the surveys to the accessible 

clients of the inspected occupations. In any case, a shot made to acknowledge sexual 

orientation balance inside the choice of the respondents. 
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3.3.  Sample Size Selection and Sampling Procedures 

The objective populace is that the gathering of people that the mediation expects to 

lead inquire about in and make determinations. In our investigation, attributes of the 

objective populace involve age, conjugal status, and bank administration's clients. The 

sample size of 150 is used which constitutes of employees of different banks, 

government employees, employees from private institutions and the self-employed 

customers (businessmen). 

 

3.3.1 Sample Size Selection 

In leading an examination, it is unfeasible and once in a while costly to gather 

information by thinking about the whole populace. Thusly, the specialist picked a 

trifling example to speak to the applicable highlights of the whole of the units 

(Graziano and Raulin, 1997). 

 

The sample targets presumed to use bank services to save receive and transfer money 

to and from different corners of the country. Given the pith of the examination (because 

of the inaccessibility of inspecting edge of banks' clients), likelihood (accommodation) 

testing was picked. Besides, an example size of 150 clients was chosen from the 

characterized target populace. The Comfort test determination of the respondents was 

practiced by dispersing the surveys to the accessible clients of the example 

occupations. 

 

3.3.2 Sampling Procedures. 

In view of this and mulling over the probability of non-reaction from certain 

respondents, the information was gathered from the total example populace of 150. 

The analyst received an advantageous inspecting strategy. The components of the 

example relies upon the kind of information investigation the specialist need to 

perform. As Neuman (2001) urges that when the populace is homogenous, little 

example size is adequate for the investigation. Convenience sampling was the most 
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preferred technique in this study because of the nature of the study i.e. it was diverse 

and it required a number of respondents from different areas. This technique was 

suitable because primary data was conveniently acquired. 

 

3.4  Research Instruments and Data Collection Techniques 

The thesis included gathering information from respondents by the usage of 

questionaires. It is a productive method for gathering data from an oversized educated 

sample inside a restricted time and at a decreased expense than different strategies. 

Furthermore, questionaires encourage simpler coding and investigation of data 

gathered (Mugenda and Mugenda, 1999). The reason for this examination to get a 

handle on factors that influence clients' determination of banks utilizing the above 

plan. In order to accomplish the exploration point, the examination received both 

quantitative and subjective research approaches explicitly review technique through 

by and by regulated polls including close-finished and open-finished inquiries. 

This examination utilized this strategy on the grounds that the data gathered at some 

degree in time. The quantitative and subjective estimation approach utilized during 

this examination noticeable of the acknowledgment of the past investigations (see 

among others Lee and Marlowe, 2003; Blankson et al., 2007; Khan, 2008 and Mokhlis, 

2009). The reception of the overview plan, during this examination, was to amass data 

that was not accessible from report records. It is foreseen to reach inferences about the 

components that effect to clients' decision in an exceedingly specific bank. 

 

During this respect, Weisberg (2008) noticed the qualities of review techniques that 

lead to their more extensive utilize included estimating the demeanour of the number 

of inhabitants in intrigue; accumulate valuable data from enormous examples, and its 

cost adequacy. The inquiries were sorted out into three segments: - the essential 

segment of the survey requested that respondents get their own experience, questions 

with respect to their sexual orientation, age, occupation, level of salary then forward. 

The second fragment of the survey seek after to gain data on the financial conduct of 

respondents. The survey required respondents list the name of banks at which banking 

administrations were utilized, which bank was the respondent's primary bank and 
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which was the respondent's auxiliary bank(s). The length of the time that clients have 

worked with their banks was estimated. A definitive section of the survey was 

portrayed to evaluate the general noteworthiness of bank characteristics while picking 

which banks to belittle. They were estimated on a four point Likert-type size of 

significance beginning from (four=most essential) to (one=not significant by any 

stretch of the imagination). The rundown of rules was bolstered past comparable 

investigations (Omar et al.,2006; Mokhlis et al., 2008; Mokhlis et al., 2010; Maiyaki, 

2011), and private experience of the specialist. 

 

To decide the likely handiness of the poll whether further modification is required 

before leading the overview, the survey was pilot tried. The scientist disseminated the 

survey to 55 Workers from Private Establishments, 45 representatives from 

government foundations and 50 businesspersons. The topics were inquired as to 

whether they had any issues understanding the poll as well as had explicit remarks 

with respect to the survey. The arrangement for reacting was through both open-

finished and close-finished inquiries. The topics were urged to be exceptionally free 

with their reactions, proposals for development and portrayal any difficulties 

confronted.  

 

After every poll was finished, each inquiry was posed to what he/she implied in 

checking different answers. Remarks were requested on the clarity of the inquiries and 

along these lines the progressions that should be done to make the inquiries less 

complex. These respondents additionally gave their remarks on understanding the 

guidelines about the scaling and hence the time taken to address the inquiries. In 

addition, the pilot study led to affirm the legitimacy, succession and pertinence of the 

survey to the present examination. The specialist utilized English in surveys. 

 

3.5 Data collection 

The researcher collected data from respondents through questionnaires. 
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3.5.1  Questionnaire 

‘The use of the questionnaire accounts for an efficient way of collecting data from an 

enormous intellectual sample during a short period of time and at a reduced cost than 

other methods’. Additionally, questionnaires simplify coding and analysis of data 

collected’ (Mugenda and Mugenda, 1999). 

 

The analyst appointed the surveys to clients on their own endorsement to share inside 

the information assortment process. In the wake of spreading the surveys, the 

respondents are mentioned to finish the poll inside the region thought about 

advantageous and safe for both scientist and members. 

 

These questionnaires gave room for respondents to share their thoughts and 

contributions upon time taken to answer the questions. This system involved the 

employment of easy language that facilitate respondents to know what is required of 

them. All questionnaires were closed-ended which require respondents’ brief answers. 

This could be the effective method since it require respondents to either tick or circle 

the right answer. The study relied on essential information with organised survey. The 

initial section of questionnaires asked the respondents to allow their personal 

background, the second segment of the survey tried to get data on the financial conduct 

of respondents including the name of the bank at which bank services are used and 

their duration at their respective banks. Finally, the questionnaires were plotted to rate 

the numerous attributes while choosing banks. Likert-type four point scale, henceforth 

(four =most important three = important two=less important one=not important in the 

slightest degree with relation to previous studies by (Siddique(2012); Lovelock and 

Writz(2016); Ezeh(2016) and Das (2017). 

 

The thesis’ motivation was to know determinants that influence clients' choice of 

banks utilizing the above plan. For the specialist to possess accomplished this, the 

examination received both quantitative and subjective research approaches explicitly 

review strategy through actually controlled polls including close-finished and open-

finished inquiries. With this respect, Fowler (1984) clarified that the qualities of study 
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strategies that prompts their more extensive utilize incorporated the value of factual 

inspecting, steady estimation, and the capacity to get data not deliberately accessible 

somewhere else or inside the structure required for examination. 

 

3.6 Data Analysis and Interpretation 

The examination utilized a subjective information investigation during this 

examination. The specialist's responsibility was to relate factors within the population. 

To recognize the primary angles inside the arrangement of bank determination rules, 

the critical appraisals for the gauge models was factor investigated. Correlational 

investigation might be a system acclimated "decrease extensive number of factors to 

inconsequential number by telling the analyst which has a place together and which 

appears to make reference to the indistinguishable thing" (Field, 2005). This 

framework accepted to be fitting for this specific investigation since banking choice 

determinants have numerous ramifications. 

 

As substantiated by Vaus (2002) such factors are not single quantifiable elements 

however are develops of assortment of other legitimately perceptible factors. By 

correlational investigation, these perceptible factors are frequently separated into 

factors, each mirroring a fundamental property, which is generally shared by a 

particular gathering of factors (Vaus, 2002). It additionally assists with approving that 

respondents are prepared to recognize the shifted factors notwithstanding the 

comparability of the things to be addressed. The investigation discoveries were at long 

last sorted out abridged and broke down utilizing Factual Bundle for the Sociologies 

(SPSS variant 17 for windows). SPSS was utilized for the simple elucidating 

information to figure the mean score of things and to the progressed measurable 

systems of correlational examination. This was done the help of explanatory 

instruments simply like the forbidden framework. Having done such investigation, it 

totally was introduced utilizing figures, tables and rates. In the end, translation of data 

and conversations of the discoveries follows fit. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides data analysis and discussion part of the study. The descriptive 

and factor analysis provided in the subsequent section. 

 

4.2 Response Rate 

This category comprises interpretation of respondents' responses of each item as 

categorized i.e. extensive data of respondents and respondents' banking behaviour on 

the survey questionnaire. From 150 questionnaires distributed, all of them were 

returned. They were scientifically checked, and those with unnecessary missing and 

misleading information were disposed of. The reaction rate was 89.5 percent. With 

such a reaction rate, it is satisfactory for arithmetical credibility and generalizability 

(Mokhlis, 2009). It is adequate when conversely with past research takes a shot at bank 

choice choices (Khazeh and Decker, 1992-93 and Gerrard and Cunningham, 2001). 

This generally high reaction rate ascribed without anyone else regulated methodology 

attempted to disseminate polls. 

 

4.3 Profile of the Respondents 

4.3.1 Composition of the Respondents 

The researcher intentionally chose respondents from two groups, bank staffs and 

customers. Of these respondents, 100 respondents were bank customers from different 

selected banks in Ilala District. 

 

Alternatively, the figure below describes the structure of the respondents based on their 

bank rapport. The data gathered reports that, most of the customers are from NMB, 

CRDB, Equity, and Exim bank. 
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A synopsis of findings on customer profiles along with three volatiles: age, marital 

status and level of education have been introduced. The findings of this study showed 

that 55 percent of respondents were single, 25 percent were married and 20 percent 

were divorced. 

 

As explained before, 60 and 40 percent are male and female respectively. This finding 

can somewhat relate Tanzania to different African nations, where financial decisions 

are male-oriented since they are viewed as the main salary workers in the family. The 

period of respondents as portrayed determines that 30 percent of respondents extend 

underneath 27 years old, while 25 percent fall between the ages 27 to 35 and 45 percent 

are above 36 years. 

 

 

 

 Figure 4. 1  illustrating age of respondents, (Field Data, 2019)  

 

  

30%
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45%

AGE 0-26 27-35 36-ABOVE
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This correlates with the real-life that, age construction of the juvenile and lively 

population of Ilala district are in vital services and can, consequently, maintain their 

bank accounts. It explains that the juvenile group is a better user of different banking 

services than the aged population. 

 

 

Figure 4. 2 shows the marital status of respondents, (Field data, 2019) 

 

Furthermore, people in general or private banks, most of respondents use banking 

administrations. Not many clients, as depicted by the study populace, rely upon money 

related administrations offered by the two banks and non-banking establishment. For 

instance, 3 percent of the respondents that are utilizing bank administrations are 

recipients of non-bank administrations, going from microfinance organizations and 

other customary sparing methods (Edir and Equib).

Marital Status

Marital Status Single Maried Separated
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The clients' act of banking relationship is clarified inside the accompanying ways. 

Forty-Seven percent of the respondents have over five years of banking relationship 

with their fundamental banks. With such a rate, the status of the relationship is 

controlled by the capacity of a customer's maintenance by the banks. Forty-five percent 

of the respondents have an encounter of two to four years. Eight percent of the 

respondents have a relationship of under two years with their individual banks 

The discoveries report that fifty-five percent and forty-five percent are accounted for 

as single banking and various financial clients individually. Managing conduct with 

different open and private banks is obviously extraordinary. Figure 3.3 revealed that 

CRDB, NMB, EXIM and EQUITY banks are the most recommended entities with 

reference to the data. Thirty fivepercent of respondents are impressed by availability 

of various branches of CRDB and its ATMs.Thirty-fivepercent is convinced with the 

updated bank systems and services of NMB as well as the harmonized terms and 

conditions in majority of the services. Eighteen percent ismesmerized by the 

outstanding VIP treatment, customer service and the depositing ATM devises of Exim 

Bank. Lastly, twelve percentof respondents recommend Equity bankfor its friendly 

terms and conditions of opening accounts of customers’choice with less struggles and 

requirements. The terms favour majority and are friendlier for everyone. 

 

Names of Banks  Preference Percentage  

CRDB 

 

35 

NMB 

 

35 

Exim Bank 

 

18 

Equity 

 

12 

Table 4. 1: Rank of banks used by the respondents 
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4.4 Customers usage of Bank service 

Table 4.4 presents  the equivalent of respondents that use various bank services are 

within reach in Ilala, Dar es salaam. The accelerating rate of customer awareness and 

local money transfer services are observed as the frequent accessed banking services. 

Seventy-five percentof the sample respondents are beneficiaries of the sim-banking 

services, current, loan facilities and saving accounts. The remaining 25 percent are the 

ones who fall for joint accounts such as SACCOS, VICOBA and such group accounts. 

Both respondents are informed about using other services of banks like ATM and 

recurring account services. 

 

 

Types of Service Number of Users Percentage 

ATM Services 30 20 

Current Account 16 11 

Loan Facilities 24 16 

Savings Accounts 25 17 

Mobile Money Transfer 45 30 

Internet Banking 10 6 

Table 4. 2: Illustrates ranks of respondents with bank services, (Field Data, 2019) 
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Figure 4. 3:  provides feedback of respondents banks services, (Field Data, 2019) 

 

4.4.1  Operating Systems in Banks 

This comprises of lower rates on loans, captivating interest within a short time, a 

captivating rate on savings, sim-banking convenience, Internet banking, and low 

service charges are highly considered by customers when looking for bank services. 

The loan facilities have increased in a decreasing rate that is customers demand for 

this service is still high but bank terms and conditions are not friendly to customers 

unlike the previous years. Mobile Money transfer services have an increasing rate of 

customers since banks have harmonized the services with telecom companies, which 

does not require a customer to go to the bank to transfer some amount but rather 

through mobile money transfer. This is the most preferred and frequently used 

service.The use of ATM cards, it has reduced the fear of customers’ choice of banks 
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since the cards that each bank provides such as VISA or MASTER cards can be used 

in any banks’ ATM interchangeably. 

 

4.4.2 Service Provision 

This includes customer service experiences; good approach towards customers, 

duration of attending to a customer with unquestionable hospitality, speedy services 

with effectiveness and efficiency, the face of the bank which is the reception and 

availability of various services that are to be introduced and made aware to customers 

regularly. The opening of the bank on public holidays and weekends as well as 

favourable opening and closing hours. 

 

4.4.3  Environment and Quality Service 

With this criterion, customers’ look into issues like employer influence extended 

working hours of a specific branch due to demand. For example in areas that are highly 

populated i.e. Kariakoo were 90 percent of the business owners need to deposit their 

daily incomes so that they do not encourage theft. Availability of a number of ATM 

machines, advertisement of bank services through media, presence of several 

branches, pleasant and welcoming bank environment, external branding of the bank 

and giveaways from the banks to their customers as a token of gratitude for their 

loyalty. 

 

4.4.4  Security and Reputation 

This addresses issues such as establishment of the bank, its reputation within the 

society, its ownership, its contribution to the society; engagement of the bank in social 

welfare issues, proximity to and from work place and home as well as its security 

arrangement includes fire evacuation measures, emergency exit doors, security alarms 

as well as security cameras. 
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4.5.5  Criteria for Banks selection. 

This study’s findings informs that customers’ consider the following things while 

selecting banking services; customer service, quality of service, accurate service, 

security and environment to be the crucial reasons things they consider when reaching 

decisions as shown in the table below. 

 

Factors Rank 

Accurate Services 3 

Environment 5 

Customer Service 1 

Quality Service 2 

Security 4 

 

Table 4.6 shows the things that customers consider while selecting bank services,(Field Data, 2019) 

 

 

4.5 Factors that influence customers’ decision on banking services. 

Referring to the findings of this thesis, respondents outlined that among other factors 

the following are the fundamental factors that influence their decision on banking 

services. 

 

4.5.1  Administrative Procedures 

The findings informs us that sixty percent of customers find it difficult with the 

requirements of opening account process as well as the tiresome process of loan 

application that follows with a number of other required letters of introduction and 

other supporting documents. In case of loss/expiry of ATM cards, the form for 

application of a new one requires mandatory identity cards such as passport or National 

ID in which most cases, majority of them do not have these requirements. Sim-banking 

processes that when a customer loses his/her mobile number cannot access this service 
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unless they visit the branch they initially opened the account together with passport 

size pictures. After submission, the service cannot be restored there and then; it takes 

forty eight to seventy two hours depending on the bank.Customers are willing to join 

banks whose bureaucracy is cut short and in their favour. 

 

4.5.2 Customer Service 

Basing on the findings, 85% of respondents  pointed that their key factor is how service 

providers make them feel comfortable. It is of great improvement these days that this 

section is highly valued and banks are investing in this too. However, the long ques 

and requirements of processes like foreign currency exchange, depositing or with-

drawing from 10Million from personal accounts and restrictions have demoralizing 

traits to customers was mentioned as issues that bothered majority of the respondents 

hence they look for alternative. It was commented that NMB bank and CRDB have 

created rooms for their premium clients with different cards that when they arrive at a 

specific branch they do not need to make ques instead they get attended to without 

delays. This priority technique has encouraged a number of clients with respect to their 

account balances and monthly maintenance fee. CRDB has even gone further to have 

rooms for these type of clients to have refreshments as they seek for these services. 

 

4.5.3  Quality of service 

Another important aspect, which banks should look into. Customers have a tendency 

of taking risk in a experiencing the quality of service that they get from banks and once 

satisfied or convinced with a certain bank remains loyal for a long time. The quality 

of service in this case we refer to flexibility of banks terms and conditions, Innovation 

of bank services and engagement of the bank with society. 

 

4.5.4  Accurate Service 

Expectations vary with customers’, once the bank of his choice meets with his 

standards and beyond it is then experience as outstanding. Fifty percent of the 
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respondents expect frequently accessed services such as ATM machines, activating 

dormant accounts, depositing and withdrawing from teller to be advanced and adapted 

services since they are requested for on a daily basis. Forty five percent of respondents 

have reported that the accuracy of service they expect and require from the bank is not 

rendered at all. Thirty two percent have explained how unfriendly and most of the time 

you will be required to come on the next day to be assisted. The findings reported that 

these queries come from the inquiry or help desk. 

 

4.5.5  Operations System Service 

Among the challenging aspect of selecting banks is the operations system. With each 

bank, a system assists the bank officers to assist customers daily. However, these 

networks tend to be inconsistent most of the time. About 56 percent of respondents 

have reacted to this, and it have always brought inconveniences such as wasting time 

though long ques, additional withdrawer rates from different ATM machines and 

dissatisfaction. 

 

4.6 Measures Taken to Attract and Meet Customers’ Expectations in 

Banking Services. 

4.6.1  Flexibility 

Findings suggest that the best advance in building a remarkable client experience 

program is the ability to conform to the market elements, new course, and creating 

innovations. Orchestrating a free merged encounter the executives’ framework that 

gives the bank the capacity to expand and address new client ventures, exploit new 

computerized reasoning examination, and achieve reaction on another assistance. 

Banks position themselves to respond to anything that the future provides and 

guarantees that customers receive exceptional experiences. More than sixty percent of 

respondents commented on the fact that they are facing difficulties to connect with the 

banks of their choices because of their inability to harmonise their terms and 

conditions. 
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4.6.2  Motivation of Bank Staffs 

Findings shows that thirty percent of the sample size that constitutes of employee of 

different banks urges banks to invest in keeping their staff associated and involved. 

Data explain that employees are evaluative in providing a customer experience. 

Financial institutions need to frequently apprehend employees’ input to comprehend 

the obstacles to representative commitment and execution. This information must be 

apparent to top administration with the goal that the authority can be considered 

mindful and mediate in manners that qualifies workers for convey incredible client 

encounters. This is extensively right for innovative representatives in banks. 

 

4.6.3  Customer Service Programs and Trainings 

Financial institutions currently are capable of receiving an automated alert via mobile 

or web if feedback informs a pessimistic attitude, and intercedes, or binding the loop, 

with the customer. All customer consultation can be traced and governed in the 

experience management system to not only ensure each occasion is conveyed and 

determined but also to educate and advise employees for future experiences 

 

4.6.4  Feedback 

Criticism: holding onto reaction immediately prompting face to face visits by means 

of portable or email lets you measure client disposition when the experience is new in 

their psyches, letting them give progressively true and useful input. Client service 

input: Denying a charge card, documenting a protection guarantee, or missing a home 

loan instalment can be a passionate encounter, so reaching focus reps are dealing with 

clients is basic. 

 

A client's involvement in help can represent the deciding moment the relationship. Site 

and portable criticism: Numerous clients just communicate with their bank or 

protection firms through mechanical methods nowadays, so giving an easy to 
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understand and full-administration online experience can go miles in upgrading your 

clients keep on putting resources into your administration or item. Relationship input: 

Relationship overviews permit specialist co-ops to grasp what your clients think about 

your administration, where their needs can be met, and where there could be an 

opportunity business extension with them. The repercussions is to utilize experience 

the board to move from responsive to prescient. 

 

 

Figure 4. 4: illustrates the bank choices analysis 

 

According to the mentioned bank choice criteria, the above analysis include 

respondents who are public servants, employees from private institutions and 

businesspersons. The analysis was based on the gender of respondents and age with 

relation to their bank preferences. This analysis informs the study that 25% of female 

respondents chose NMB Bank because of security, accessibility of loans and service 

availability for example ATMs being available throughout the regions. 25% of male 

respondents preferred CRDB bank due to availability of variety of banking services 

such as Internet banking and sim-banking. However, 18% of respondents who 

preferred Exim Bank were interested with the savings benefits for the security of their 

funds. The 12% preferred Equity bank because of the joint or group account benefits.  

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Interested(People) percentage

Bank Choice female 36-60 NMB

Male 36-60 EXIM

Female 28-35 CRDB

Male  28- 35 NMB

female 18-27 EQUIT

Male 18-27 CRBD

Linear (Male 18-27 CRBD)
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the researcher has discussed how the objectives have been met and to 

what extent. These objectives whereas follows:to ascertain the criteria that customers 

regard crucial when choosing a bank and how these criteria are emphasize according 

to their significance. To evaluate factors that influence customers’ decision on banking 

services. Finally, to determine measures to influence customers selecting of banking 

services. 

 

5.2 The Criteria Customers Consider Important when Selecting Banking 

Services. 

This thesis found out that among other factors the following are what customers’ 

consider important when selecting banking services; bureaucracy, service provision 

techniques, environment and quality of service rendered, security and bank’s 

reputation.  

Das, M.K (2017), found out that these criteria vary with age. For instance, the youth 

preferred a bank with technological advancement. Interactive customer service was 

considered an important criteria by the aged respondents. It was also noted that 

Functional aspects such as how service is delivered when buying a bank product for 

example account opening is among what attracts and retains customers. Technical 

aspects such as purchasing serving products and relational aspects that is when a 

customer is in need of credit facilities once taken cared of will be a good ambassador 

to others through the profound experience.  

This thesis found out that it is true that the youth (fifty-five percent of the respondents) 

consider technological advancement by measuring the quality of service and 

techniques of providing the services as a crucial criterion of their selection on banking 

services. They consider once the technology part of the banking service is advanced 

and in place they will experience an outstanding service as well as they will save time. 
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They urged that fraud is vulnerable if there is a room for inadequate network, thus 

discourages them as customers in banking services where security of their savings is 

not guaranteed as expected. 

Lovelock and Writz (2016) identified that customers consider the service provider’s 

commitment and engagement to the community. During the times of need of crisis 

how a bank connects with the needy and the government. They commented on the 

performance and experiences that customers’ look up to. With this reference, the 

customers expect the service provider to have a timely engagement with the 

community. Their response towards such unfortunate events encourages them and 

makes them feel valued and appreciated. 

This Thesis agree with the findings of Lovelock and Writz since among other factors, 

bank reputation was one of the criterion of respondents in Dar es salaam. They are 

influenced to consider banks that are compassionate to the society than those that are 

not. They feel pride being part of the bank that stretch forth during an event of crisis 

and plays part in comforting those that are need at that particular time. This really 

encourages them to influence others to join those banks through those experiences. 

This study align with the findings of Ezeh. P (2016) who outlined that convenient 

location of the bank is among the criterion for customer’s choice of banking service. 

This thesis finding found out that customers consider the banks environment to be 

among their criterion. Convenience of a bank means that customers can get access of 

banking services without difficulties. Availability of ATM machines and presence of 

bank branches. 

 

5.3 Factors that Influence Customers’ Decision on Banking Services. 

In the collected data, respondents ranked the factors that influence their decision on 

banking services to a scale on one to five. Chronologically, customer service, quality 

of service, accuracy, security and environment. However, the researcher called upon 

banking service providers to invest more on these areas especially the customer 

service. In this unit, labour is fully utilised more than technology itself or they can be 

in cooperated together. Since labour can be highly encouraged and trained to provide 
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outstanding services and create an environment for customers to spread a word of 

mouth to others on their remarkable experiences.  

This thesis, Lovelock and Writz (2016) agree that customer service unit in banking 

sector largely influence customers. Customer service involves each employee and 

importantly involve the frontline employees. Banks should identify these employees 

as sources of customer loyalty as well as impression to customers in the few decisive 

moment’s encounters. We acknowledge that this position is challenging in ways such 

as Organization or Client conflicts, person or role conflict, Interclient conflicts, 

emotional labour as emotional stress. The studies agree that there are no incentives to 

serve customer well. However, banking sector need to conduct pain staking extensive 

trainings on the organizational culture, purpose and strategy, interpersonal and 

technical skills as well as product or service knowledge. 

 

EY (2016) found out that trust is one of the things that influence the choice of banks. 

The findings found out that customers lost trust in traditional banks especially in the 

providing unbiased advice. They trust they have for them is in saving facilities. Banks 

need to work on this depreciating competitive advantage. Once customers loose trust 

completely they feel that the safety of their savings are at risk too. This complies with 

this thesis because; customers consider security an influencing factor for choosing 

bank services. Once trust of a customer is in jeopardy, all other factors are affected 

hence the face of a service is tarnished.  

 

Nevertheless, Ezeh, P. (2016) discovered that factors that influence customer decision 

over banking services are efficient service, simplified application forms for all 

accounts available, bank ownership and timely service. These thesis findings comply, 

as the respondents from this study outlined that efficient service are for instance when 

a customer is being instructed at the customer service desk, the instructions should be 

clear and not causing the customer to waste time coming back to the branch for a 

service that could be solved in less than an hour. Efficiency also in collecting cards for 

new customers as well as those whose cards were swallowed by the ATM machines. 

Customers are attracted to banks whose ownership is known as well as they can take 
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part in owning. Banks that are engaging with customers in selling part of the shares 

tend to impress customers that are part of their bank and those that are not. For example 

CRDB did this and customers cannot stop talking about it. 

Findings of this thesis prioritise customer service, accurate service and quality over 

security and environment. It paints a picture that the intangible experience is what 

matters more to customers than the tangible experience. EY (2016) explains that it is 

more what makes the customer feel and think about a service, how the service 

influences the customer towards the service and which means does the service offer to 

the customer when making service decisions. For example marketing campaigns. 

 

5.4 Measures toAttract Customers’ 

. The information gathered from the respondents outlined the following measures to 

be addressed by the bank service providers in order to attract customers and to retain 

the former.  

Das, M. K. (2017), recommended the following; convenient location and physical 

facilities available on the bank premises are most important factors to customers. The 

banks should give proper attention on these issues. Social constraints (theft and 

robbery) are also important factors considered by customers in selecting a bank. 

Therefore, the bank management must ensure highest security of their client’s money. 

Different types of special loan and deposit schemes should be added in the service line 

to motivate customers as customers in choosing a bank considers these factors. The 

banks should provide prompt and customized services such as ATM, E-Banking, and 

Mobile Banking to influence the customers. Customers give emphasis on remittance 

facilities and counselling services. Consequently, commercial bank should concentrate 

on ensuring these facilities. Proper incentive system incorporated to motivate bank 

executives for rendering better services. 

Lovelock and Writz, (2016). This infers that cynicism can explain consumers’ 

unwillingness to adopt innovations such as mobile banking and other technological 

products on banks because cynics tend to be suspicious of new products or services. 

The pieces of literature used in this thesis suggest that once a customer experiences a 

particular service, she or he is in a position to benefit from it. If the customers are 
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finding difficulties in a specific service, there is a need for the service provider to 

customise these procedures to soften the process as well as for customers to be satisfied 

which leads to maintaining them. The satisfied customers can be referrals to other 

people hence increase number of users. 

 

EY (2016) recommended that service-providing firms like banks should focus on 

improving their human resource strategies and strengthen management leadership. The 

study recognised the urgency of investing in human resource and its impact to the firm. 

“It is probably harder to duplicate high-performance human assets than any other 

corporate resource”. There is a need for service providers to work on reducing turnover 

rates by either employ the right candidates for the customer service department who 

are the face of the bank or to come up with better viable financial strategies like 

improved wages and benefits for employees. Trainings are highly encouraged for 

customer facing employees regularly. This study align with EY on the fact that bank 

management teams are highly encouraged to revisit their marketing strategies and 

invest more on their competitive advantages for improvements and financial benefits. 

However, they are to continuous track and work on the feedbacks from the employees’ 

in order to achieve endeavouring results progressively.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1  Introduction 

This is the last chapter of this study; it presents the summary of the key findings, 

conclusions and recommendation of the study 

 

6.2 Conclusion 

The goal of this examination was to recognize the components influencing client 

decision in utilizing bank benefits in Ilala Area, Dar es Salaam. To follow such targets, 

we utilized a helpful inspecting methodology involving 150 members. The example 

size utilized was 150 respondents including workers from both government and private 

establishments and businesspersons in the city. Expressive examination uncovered that 

70% fall in the age gathering of over 27 years old. With their instruction, 65% of the 

example respondents have gone to school. 59% of the respondents concur that their 

degree of pay affect their choice on picking banking administrations. 

 

When managing bank choice, it is critical to think about the relationship of respondents 

and their particular bank(s). Results show that fifteen percent of the respondents have 

under two years' understanding of getting administration with a specific bank. Fifty-

five percent of respondents showed a relationship that keeps going between 2 to 5 

years. Besides, 30% of the respondents built up over 5 years with a specific bank. We 

saw that CRDB, Value, Exim and NMB banks are the most favoured banks by clients. 

Respondents affirmed their recurrence in picking the banks because of their more 

extensive inclusion and their association as far as ATM machines. 

 

Taking a gander at the particular financial administrations, clients are broadly clients 

of sparing record; cash move administrations and sim-banking. The individual number 

of respondents was sixty-seven and thirty-three percent of men and women separately. 

We noticed that guys incline toward bank picture to support arrangement dissimilar to 
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females who favour not exclusively to spare yet rather to disseminate their pay in 

various measurement. 

 

6.3 Recommendations 

With reference on the conclusion of the study, the researcher commends the following. 

Customers are interested in factors such as quality service, security, banks’ reputation, 

branding and socio-economic status in the society. Therefore, bank service providers 

should consider adapt advanced customer service programs, feedback programs that 

focuses on retaining and inviting new customers with undying hospitality and 

maintenance. Investment should not only rely on programs alone but also on personnel 

level who are daily engaging directly with potential customers. 

Premium clients should not only be the beneficiaries of profound customer service 

experience, banks’ should come up with a strategy that will make the majority of 

clients who are not necessarily executive or premium customers to be part of the 

welcoming and unique service rendered by the banks of their choices. With the 

advancing technology and speedy growing economy, the premium treatment 

experience will be flocked with more people and it is high time for banks’ to come up 

with the experience that will long remain rendered. 

 

Network system in banks. The researcher recommends banks to have solid network 

backup systems as an added advantage.  Theses suggested network will serve in 

confident in the times of need were the sole network is extremely overwhelmed. They 

will reduce the long ques and long-standing hours of customers as they seek bank 

services. In return, these efforts will build trust and loyalty to customers.  

As the world is fast evolving in its digital context, banks should be part of this 

evolution since we will no longer have to visit banks physically but rather the 

technology will henceforth force the sole users to get all the services online. Banks’ 

should then take caution of this and establish their network infrastructures to fit with 

the ever-changing demands of technology and clients respectively.  

Security Measures. Due to the speedy adaption of online and internet banking i.e. e-

banking services, banks’ should come with solid long term security measures to make 
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users comfortable and restrict theft and fraud. E banking has high fraud risk and 

hackers are advancing and increasing to benefit with this evolution of technology 

especially in banks. Investment in this sector is to be of high preference for the survival 

in the financial industry. Banks to invest in labour that is to look for security experts 

who have been to a number of trainings and invest in these trainings, which are offered. 

 

Loyalty and Trust. From the findings, we find that CRDB, Equity, Exim and NMB 

Banks are the most preferred banks in Ilala, Dar essalaam. Customers have faith in 

these financial institutions and are impressed with the services provided. However, 

these banks should not stay stagnant in retaining the customers they have secured from 

the past years to date. Instead, they should come up with unique strategies to secure 

the available customers and invite customers from other local banks. The researcher 

invites banks to look into small emerging local banks on the areas where they are doing 

great and should learn from them too. They should look into the international banks 

strategies that are increasingly investing in our country. 

 

Bank the board ought to be educated regarding the distinctions in deciding variables 

starting with one division then onto the next in the business firm product. These 

outcomes would empower bank supervisors to recognize the significant bank qualities 

that influence bank choice choices made by each portion in the business showcase in 

Tanzania. These outcomes demonstrated distinction on positioning significant factors 

among clients and banks administrators; accordingly, chiefs should be educated on 

what their clients' genuine position high. 
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APPENDIX 

QUESTIONAIRES 

A. Customer Profile 

1. AGE 

0-26  27-35  36-Above 

2. GENDER 

Male     Female 

3. MARITAL STATUS 

Single    Married   Separated 

4. EDUCATION 

Ordinary Level  Vocational Trainings  Higher Learning 

5. FINANCIAL SERVICES 

Banks   Non-banking services 

6. BANKING EXPERIENCE 

0-2 years  2-4 years  5-Above years 

7. SOURCE OF INCOME 

Self-employed  Public Sector Employee  Private Sector 

Employee 

8. NAME(S) OF A BANK YOU ARE PART OF 

 

Criteria for selecting bank service. 

B. This section has out sourced a number of customer services experiences offered 

by different banks. Rank these services on a scale of 5 to 1. The most preferred 

service to be addressed by 5 
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No. Description 5-1 

I Banks that provide one stop services without 

inconveniences 

 

Ii Customers join banks because of awareness 

and variety of services offered 

 

iii Customers look for banks that priorities and 

value their needs. 

 

iv Individuals prefer banks with warm customer 

service and hospitality 

 

V Customers are convinced with banks that are 

highly connected with the community 

 

 

C. This section has out sourced operation services offered by different banks. 

Rank these services on a scale of 5 to 1. The most preferred service to be 

addressed by 5 

No Description 5-1 

i Customers preference is based on loan 

facilities 

 

ii Individuals become convinced with the 

presence of bank branches, ATMs and banks 

that are convenient to them. 

 

iii Customers enjoy services of banks that offer 

a convincing rate for savings accounts 

 

Iv Customers are impressed with favorable and 

harmonized bank’s administrative procedures 

in account opening 

 

v Banks that highly prioritize customer 

confidentiality. 
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D. Convenient services that customers consider vital when looking for banks. 

Rank the following in a scale of 5-1. Marking the most preferred service with 

5 

 

No. Description 5-1 

I Availability of bank employees in each 

department to save customers time 

 

Ii Availability of enough parking lots outside 

the bank 

 

Iii Banks that provide higher rates in recurring 

and investment accounts 

 

iv Banks that is creative and comes up with 

better products regularly. 

 

V Availability of e-banking services  

 

E. Customers rank the environment and quality offered in different banks 

according to their preference.  Rank the following in a scale of 5-1. Marking 

the most preferred element with 5 

No. Description 5-1 

i Anti-theft security measures  

ii Individuals select a bank because of the 

environment 

 

iii Customers tend to be interested with banks 

whose security is well established. 

 

iv Banks whose branches are open on 

weekends, public holidays and prolonged 

working hours 

 

v Customers consider banks that operate in all 

cities 

 

 

 


